SUNFLOWER FIELD PHOTOGRAPHY POLICY

Personal photography is permitted for private, noncommercial use only. Photographs may not be published, sold, reproduced, distributed or otherwise commercially exploited in any manner.

All photography must be conducted without disruption to Conner Prairie operations or limitation to the accessibility of exhibitions, entrances/exits, doorways, pathways and high traffic areas.

Professional photography permitted only with purchased of, and clearly visible, photography pass

To ensure a scheduled shoot and obtain a single day pass, complete the online order in advance of intended date of the shoot. A limit of 5 passes are available each day. You can reserve your pass by downloading and reviewing the photography pass contract and submitting your request via a form on the Conner Prairie website.

- The one day Photography Pass is limited to professional photography in the immediate area of the Sunflower Field at Conner Prairie. This does not permit or allow professional photography in other areas of the grounds or historic areas.
- A pass is required for all photography and video shoots with clients, professional and amateur, that utilize professional equipment and are works for hire. The use of a tripod, monopod, lights, umbrellas, diffusers, detachable flash, multiple lenses, large photography bags, reflectors, props, etc. constitute professional equipment. Additionally, shoots that are works for hire, involve client photography, or involve the exchange of money for a service rendered require a pass.
- The use of drones is not permitted on any part of the Conner Prairie grounds for the safety and security of other guests.
- General admission for Client is included in Total Cost. Client’s clients must purchase their own general admission.
- Client is required to visibly display their pass while on Conner Prairie grounds.
- Access is limited to the date listed in this agreement. Access limited to hours of operation 10:00am to 5:00pm
- Client and related parties are not permitted to stray from mulch path or move, rearrange, remove or handle any plants.
- No smoking. No balloons of any type. No pyrotechnics, sparklers, or fire of any kind. Shoots involving nudity are not permitted. No personal animals permitted unless service animals with documentation.
- Photography must be conducted without disruption to Conner Prairie operations or limitation to the accessibility to entrances/exits, pathways, and high traffic areas.
- Provider reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to withhold and/or withdraw permission to shoot on its premises. Provider and Provider’s staff have the authority to approach anyone suspected of conducting a photography or video shoot and to enforce these rules. Failure to comply may result in removal from the premises.